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Repair Instead of Exchange
Bosch is now ready to launch repair stage 3 for Common Rail injectors, making it possible for workshops
to apply tolerances of 1 µm. Being able to fully repair injectors opens up whole new avenues for car repair
garages when it comes to saving money on diesel repairs.

The repair of Common Rail injectors
requires maximum cleanliness.
Repair stage 1 only involves
replacement of the nozzle.
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ment of the high-pressure sealing
washer and, where necessary, the in-

Repair stage 2 involves
disassembling the whole
injector and replacing only the
high-pressure sealing washer.
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jection nozzle. All other components
such as the solenoid valve group and
the valve set will be reused. In terms
of cleanliness at the workplace and
careful adherence to the individual
work steps, this stage is subject to
the same guidelines as those of repair
stage 1. Bosch has developed special
holding devices and tools for this
repair stage too.
Stage 3:
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five load impacts and analysing the
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Once repaired, the injectors have
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lar challenge involves calibrating the
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In this repair stage, injectors are dis-

function parameters such as valve
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assembled completely. Their reassem-

spring strength, residual air gap,

applied to examining a minimum of

bly, however, only involves replace-

nozzle spring strength, needle lift,
excess lift and armature stroke. All
of these require tolerances around 1
µm. In order to make this possible in

After the injectors have been
repaired, they have to pass
thorough testing before they
can be reinstalled.
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workshops, the specialists at Bosch
looked to mass production processes
for their tool design. These tools
include a special, pneumatically supported dial gauge, diverse measuring
adapters, shims, a software-supported torque wrench, controls for armature stroke and measurement pneumatics, plus a specially developed
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mounting plate. At the core of repair
stage 3, however, is a special type of

Repair Stage 3 Factory-made Precision

software that provides diesel mechan-

Repair stage 3 for Common Rail injectors requires the kind of precision

ics with the organisational set-up of

usually found only in factories. To bring that kind of precision to the

all the tools and adapters to be used

workshops as well, Bosch has designed tools and test equipment

and with all the necessary set-points.

based on those used for mass production.

The full set makes it possible to work
on injectors with the same degree of
precision as in the factory.

Test set-up

Injector Repair Is for Specialists
The repair of Common Rail injectors
is exclusively reserved for specialised
workshops with the corresponding
technical equipment. These are usu-

Shims

ally Bosch Diesel Centers, which list
pump test bench EPS 815 and measuring equipment for testing Common
Rail injectors as well as the necessary tools among their inventories.
Workshops lacking the equipment

Software

or trained personnel for it, should
never attempt to repair Common Rail
injectors for reuse themselves. That’s
because untested injectors can cause
heavy damage to engines. The three
repair stages not only offer diesel
services fascinating opportunities to

Controls for armature stroke
and pneumatics

expand their workshops. By working
together with specialists within their
vicinities, general service garages can
offer motorists cutting-edge diesel
repair service as well.

Software-aided rotational/
torque wrench

Digital dial gauge
for tolerances of 1 μm

Mounting plate

Measuring adapters
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